ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
The text categorization try to find a relation between a set of texts and a set of categories (tags, classes). This functional link was used in classification, filtering, and retrieval purposes. Machine learning is the tool that allows decide whether a document belongs to a set of predefined classes [26] .Several text categorization systems have been conducted for English and other European languages, yet very little researches have been done out for the Arabic Text Categorization. Arabic language is a highly inflected language and it requires a set of pre-processing to be manipulated, it is a Semitic language that has a very complex morphology compared with English. In the process of text categorization the document must pass through a series of steps (Figure1): transformation the different types of documents into brut text, removed the stop words which are considered irrelevant words (prepositions and particles) ; and finally all words must be stemmed. Stemming is the process consists to extract the root from the word by removing the affixes [3, 4, 5, 7, 13, 16, 17] . To represent the internal of each document, the document must passed by the indexing process after pre-processing. Indexing process consists of three phases [27] : a) All the terms appear in the documents corpus has been stocked in the super vector. b) Term selection is a kind of dimensionality reduction, it aims at proposing a new set of terms in the super vector to some criteria [18, 25, 31] ; c) Term weighting in which, for each term selected in phase (b) and for every document, a weight is calculated by TF-IDF which combine the definitions of term frequency and inverse document frequency [1] (Figure2) .
Finally, the classifier is built by learning the characteristics of each category from a training set of documents. After building of classifier, its effectiveness is tested by applying it to the test set and verifies the degree of correspondence between the obtained results and those encoded in the corpus.
In our work, we believe that the pre-processing of Arabic text is challenge and crucial stage. It may impact positively or negatively on the accuracy of any Text Categorization system, and therefore the improvement of the pre-processing step will lead by necessity to the improvement of any Text Categorization system very greatly.
To demonstrate this, in figure 2, we present an opposite example using Khoja stemmer. It produces a root that is not associated to the original word. For example, the word ‫ات(‬ ‫)منظم‬ which means (organizations) is stemmed to ‫)ظمأ(‬ which means (he was thirsty) instead of the correct root ‫.)ﻧظم(‬ [29] , Latin [23] , Indonesian [6] , Swedish [8] , Dutch [15] , German and Italian [19] , French [20] , Slovene [24] , and Turkish [12] , Bangla [21] , Chinese [2] . For Arabic Language, there are three different Stemming approaches: the root-based approach (Khoja [13] ); the light stemmer approach (Larkey [17] ); and the statistical stemmer approach (N-Gram [14, 22] ). Yet no a complete stemmer for this language is available.
In this paper, in order to improve the performance of stemming process and therefore the accuracy of our TC system, an efficient hybrid method is proposed for stemming Arabic text. The proposed stemming method was found to supersede the other stemming ones.
The rest of this paper is organized as follow. A brief review on related work in Arabic Text preprocessing is presented in the next section. Section 3 describes the proposed Stemming algorithm for the Arabic Language. Section 4 presents two Approaches for Text Categorization: Naïve Bayesian classifier and SVM classifier used as machines algorithm learning for our Arabic TC. The achieved experimental results are presented and discussed in the section 5. Finally, section 6 concludes this work.
RELATED WORKS IN ARABIC TEXT PRE-PROCESSING
When categorizing text documents, not all features equally represent the document's semantics; in fact, some of these features may be redundant and add nothing to the meaning of the document; others might be synonymous and therefore capturing one of them is enough to enhance the semantic for categorization purposes. Consequently, the effective selection of feature words, which reflect the main topics of the text, is an important factor in text categorization. Figure3. An Example of Root/Stem Pre-processing with Stemming
Stemming is the process for reducing inflected words to their stem or root form (generally a written word form). The stem need not be identical to the morphological root of the word; it is usually sufficient that related words map to the same stem, even if this stem is not in itself a valid root. For example, in Figure 3 , the root of the Arabic word ‫,المعلمون(‬ the teachers) is ‫,علم(‬ science). While a stem is simply defined as a word without a prefix or/and suffix. For example, the stem of the Arabic word ‫,المعلمون(‬ the teachers) is ‫,معلم(‬ teacher).
Arabic stemming algorithms are classified under three categories: Root-Based Approach (Khoja [13] ); Stem-Based Approach (Larkey [17] ); and Statistical Approach (N-Gram [14, 22] ).In this section, a brief review on the three stemming approaches for stemming Arabic Text is presented.
• Root-Based Approach uses morphological analysis to extract the root of a given Arabic word. Several algorithms have been developed for this approach. Al-Fedaghi and Al-Anzi proposed an algorithm tries to find the root of the word by matching the word with different patterns with all possible affixes attached to it, and does not removed any prefixes or suffixes [3] . In this context and with other technical Al-Shalabi morphology system applies several algorithms to find the roots and patterns [4] . This algorithm searches the root in the first five letters of the word by removing the longest prefix. Khoja contribute with a very important algorithm that removes affixes, and verified for each time it does not removed part of the root. Finally, find the matching between patterns and the rest of word to extract the root [16] .
• The objective of the Stem-Based Approach or Light Stemmer approach is removing the most frequent suffixes and prefixes but same time this algorithm change the form of word. Light stemmer approaches have been proposed by some authors [5, 19, 20, 8] , but for the Arabic language there is no standard light stemmer algorithm, all studies in this field based of a set of suffixes and prefixes. However this list of affixes is not definite. Darwish in his work improve that Al-Stem light stemmer is less effective than light10 into TREC 2002 [10] . Chen and Gey [8] introduced a light stemmer similar to light10, but that removed more prefixes and suffixes. It provided the results more effective than Al-Stem, and was not directly compared to light10.
• In Statistical Approach, related words are grouped based on various string similarities measures. Such approaches often involve N-Gram [14, 22] . The main idea of N-Gram approach is that the similar words will have a proportion high of N-Grams. And extract the root after the comparing the similar characters. Specific values for n-Gram are bigrams or trigrams
Note that, among the best known Arabic Stemming algorithms for each approach, we can select the Khoja Stemmer as Root-Based [13] ; Larkey as Stem-Based [17] and the N-Gram as Statistical Based [14] . These Stemming algorithms present some weakness where there are used alone. The following table summarizes some of these Weaknesses.
Table1. Some Weaknesses of Khoja, Larkey and N-Gram Stemmers

Algorithm Approach Weakness
Khoja RootBased -The root dictionary requires an update to ensure that the new terms detected are correctly stemmed.
-The Khoja Stemmer replaces a weak letter with ( ٔ ◌ ‫و‬ ) which produces a incorrect root. For example, the word ‫)منظمات(‬ which mean (organizations) is stemmed to ‫)ظمأ(‬ which means (he was thirsty) instead of ‫.)ﻧظم(‬ -Third, the Khoja Stemmer fail to remove all of affixes . Larkey StemBased
Light stemming removes of affixes predefined in the list without checking if they remained is a stem. And in some cases, truncates it from the word and produces an erroneous stem.
The N-Gram algorithm returns a lot of documents that are not necessarily relevant. And the production of an index files size exorbitant.
Yet, no a complete stemmer for the Arabic language is available. To overcome this problem and therefore to enhance the performance of the stemming algorithm, in the next section, we propose a new efficient stemmer as a hybrid algorithm of the three existing approaches.
PROPOSED STEMMING ALGORITHM
In this section, we present a Hybrid method which incorporates three different techniques for Arabic Stemming to overcome the aforementioned weaknesses. The three techniques are: Khoja Stemmer, Light Stemmer and N-Gram. Each one of these techniques needs individually some adaptation to be appropriate for Arabic language usage.
The proposed algorithm starts with constructing the root file containing more than 9,000 valid Arabic roots taken from a dictionary of Arabic words, and constructing of the stop word file. The next step is the normalization of documents, after the removal of punctuation, diacritics and stopword. The result of this step is used as input in the process of removing prefix / suffix, by checking if the word match on of the patterns extract the relevant word, otherwise to remove the suffix and prefix respectively, with verification of the length after each removal of affixes. Finally the valid root is found by using the bi-gram and the Dice measure similarity.
Our proposed Stemming algorithm can be presented as follow:
1. Remove punctuation, numbers, words written in other languages, and any Arabic word containing special characters. 9. Compare the list of the stem bigrams with the bigrams in the root file that were created of the pre-processing steps and return all roots that contain any of the word's bigrams. Let L the list of all roots found. 10. for each element E to L: 10.1. Calculate the similarity between E and stem-candidate using the Dice measure and return the most similar root.
11. If distance>0 then return stem-valid. 12 . Else, the original word should be returned. 13. Fin Si.
Table2. Suffix List Table 3 . Prefix List After representing all documents by their weights vectors using Term Frequency Inverse Document Frequency weighting (TFIDF) [28] , our system for Arabic TC has used two classifiers Naïve Bayesian (NB) and Support Vector Machine (SVM) to perform text classification.
APPROACH TO TEXT CATEGORIZATION
Many machine learning techniques have been applied to Automatic CT, Naïve Baysian (NB) [9] and Support Vector Machine (SVM) [11, 30] . This section covers briefly NB and SVM approach; it describes the general nature, process for training and document classification.
Naïve Bayesian Classifier
The Naïve Bayesian [9] is a simple probabilistic classifier based on Baye's theorem. When this classifier is applied to the categorization we use l'equation1:
Where:
P (class| document):
It's the probability that a given document D belongs to a given class C.
P (document):
The probability of a document, it's a constant that can be ignored.
P (class):
The probability of a class, it's calculated from the number of documents in the category divided by documents number in all categories.
P (document| class)
: it's the probability of document given class, and documents can be represented by a sets of words:
P(word i | class):
The probability that a given word Occur in all documents of class C, and this can be computed as follows:
Tct: The number of times that the word occurs in that category C
Nc:
The number of words in category C
V:
The size of the vocabulary table λ: The positive constant, usually 1, or 0.5 to avoid zero probability.
Support Vector Machine Classifier
Support Vector Machines (SVM) is a relatively new class of machine learning techniques first introduced by Vapnik [30] and has been introduced in TC by Joachims [11] . Based on the structural risk minimization principle from the computational learning theory, SVM seeks a decision surface to separate the training data points into two classes and makes decisions based on the support vectors that are selected as the only effective elements in the training set. For vectors w and x, Thus the goal of the SVM learning is to find the optimal separating hyper-plane (OSH) that has the maximal margin to both sides. This can be formularized as:
Minimize: 1 2 w. w
Subject to: Figure 4 shows the optimal separating hyper-plane.
Figure4. Learning support vector classifier
The small crosses and circles represent positive and negative training examples, respectively, whereas lines represent decision surfaces. Decision surface σ i (indicated by the thicker line) is, among those shown, the best possible one, as it is the middle element of the widest set of parallel decision surfaces (i.e., its minimum distance to any training example is maximum). Small boxes indicate the support vectors.
During classification, SVM makes decision based on the OSH instead of the whole training set. It simply finds out on which side of the OSH the test pattern is located. This property makes SVM highly competitive, compared with other traditional pattern recognition methods, in terms of computational efficiency and predictive accuracy [32] .
The method described is applicable also to the case in which the positives and the negatives are not linearly separable. Yang and Liu [32] experimentally compared the linear case (namely, when the assumption is made that the categories are linearly separable) with the nonlinear case on a standard benchmark, and obtained slightly better results in the former case.
EXPERIMENT RESULTS
To illustrate that our proposed Stemmer can improve the pre-processing step and therefore can enhance the performance of our Arabic Text Categorization system, in table 4 we present some results of Arabic words stemming using the three Stemmers: Khoja Stemmer, Light Stemmer and our Proposed Stemmer. In comparison with the other Stemmers, we observe that our Proposed Stemmer can produce better results:
For the Arabic words, the translation is presented in table Khoja Stemmer removed a part of the root when it removed the affixes and then added a hamza ‫)أ(‬ at the end, which provide incorrect roots ‫,ظمأ(‬ ‫)ﻧكأ‬ for two words ‫,منظمات(‬ ‫ة‬ ‫.)بنكي‬ On the contrary our Stemmer can produce correctly the corresponding roots ‫,ﻧظم(‬ ‫)بنك‬ Light Stemmer fails to extract all affixes. It cannot determine a two-letter suffix ‫)يه(‬ and produces a stem that is not representative for some semantically similar words. For example, the term: ‫تان‬ ‫,بس‬ we use advantage of corpus statistics to solve a case of ambiguity. The two letters ‫)ان(‬ do not represent a suffix for this word. Even if this is not a suffix, Light Stemmer removes it from the word and produces an erroneous stem ‫ت(‬ ‫.)بس‬ In contrast, Our Stemmer, uses the dictionary to check the availability of words, and can yield correctly the corresponding stem ‫.).بستان(‬ Figure 5 : F-measure using Khoja Stemmer, Figure 6 .F-measure using Khoja Stemmer, Light Stemmer, N-Gram, and our proposed Light Stemmer, N-Gram and our proposed Hybrid Stemmer with NB classifier.
Hybrid Stemmer with SVM classifier
To assess the performance of the proposed stemming algorithm, a series of experiments was conducted. The effectiveness of the aforementioned four Stemmers -Khoja Stemmer, Light Stemmer, N-Gram and our proposed Stemmer-was evaluated and compared in term of the F1-measure using the Naïve Bayesian [29] and the SVM classifiers [30] used in our TC system. The data set used in our experiments is extracted from a large Arabic corpus (Corpus of Contemporary Arabic (CCA) [26] . This corpus is classified into 12 categories with: economics, politics, education, science, health and medicine, interview, recipes, religion, sociology, spoken, sports, tourist and travel.
F1-measure can be calculated using Recall and Precision measures as follow:
Precision and Recall is defined as follows:
With:
• True Positive (TP) refers to the set of documents that are assigned correctly to the given category.
• False Positive (FP) refers to the set of documents incorrectly assigned to the category.
• False Negative (FN) refers to the set of documents incorrectly not assigned to the category Figure 5 shows Table5. Average F1-measure using Khoja Stemmer, Light Stemmer, N-Gram and our proposed Hybrid Stemmer with NB and SVM classifier.
For Our Stemmer, we found that the NB classifier outperformed SVM.
CONCLUSION
Arabic text pre-processing is challenge and crucial stage. It may impact positively or negatively on the performance of any Text categorization system, and therefore the improvement of the preprocessing step will lead by necessity to the improvement of any Text categorization system very greatly. Many Stemming algorithms can be employed in Arabic Text Pre-processing to reduces words to their root/ or stem. Arabic stemming algorithms can be ranked, according to three category, as root-based approach (ex. Khoja); stem-based approach (ex. Larkey); and statistical approach (ex. N-Garm). However, no stemming of this language is perfect: The existing stemmers not have a high performance.
In this paper, in order to improve the accuracy of stemming and therefore the accuracy of our TC system, a new and efficient algorithm for Arabic text stemming is proposed. This latter is a hybridization of three well known Stemmers.
Our system for Arabic TC has used Naïve Bayesian classifier and SVM classifier to perform text classification. The obtained results illustrate that using the proposed stemmer with NB enhances greatly the performance of Arabic Text Categorization.
